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4 passports
18 passport stamps
20 passenger tags
9 luggage cards
3 special cards
double-sided disk
spinning conveyor belt

How to Play?

1. On each turn, players turn over luggage cards and spin the
conveyor.
2. Whenever you find all the suitcases on the passenger tag - you
get a passport stamp.
3. First one to get 4 passport stamps? You win!

Game Objective
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Shuffle the passenger tags and give one to each player. All
players need to place their passenger tags and their passports
on the table facing up, so everyone can see them.
Shuffle the luggage cards with the special cards and place them
on the conveyor: 8 cards on the gray
surface facing down and 4 cards
on the areas marked with
a suitcase facing up. Shuffle
the passport stamps and
put them in a stack next to the
board with the stamp side up and
instructions side down (hidden).

Game Play

The youngest player or the player that traveled last begins.
Players try to find where their suitcases are located on the
board (according to the passenger tag they received).

How can you find where the suitcases are?

Be the first player to collect 4 stamps on your passport.

Setting Up

Take the game board out of the box and place it in the center
of the table. Select the game level: the disk can be flipped
according to the desired game level (see figure 1).

Beginner Disk
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Figure 1
Intermediate Disk
Figure 2

Each player "hides a card" (turns over 1 of the 4 revealed cards)
and "reveals a card" (turns over 1 of the 8 hidden cards) on their
turn, so at the end of each turn there are 4 revealed cards and
8 concealed cards. If you reveal a suitcase that is not on your
passenger tag, spin the conveyor clockwise until you hear a
click, and the turn moves on to the next player.
If you open a special card, follow its directions and then spin
the conveyor until you hear a click, and the turn moves on to the
next player.
If you reveal a suitcase that
is shown on your passenger
tag - congratulations, you
דרכון
get another turn! Turn the
cards over again in the
same order - first hide a
card, then reveal a card. If
you reveal a suitcase that
is shown on your passenger tag on your additional turn as well,
play again until you reveal all the suitcases or until you reveal a
suitcase that is not on your passenger tag, and then your turn
is over.
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סף

Pull the aircraft with its round white base, flip the disk, and
assemble the aircraft back on the board (see Figure 2).
Give a passport to each player.
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If you reveal in one turn all of the suitcases on your passenger
tag (so that all of them are facing up on the conveyor at the
same time) - great! You get a stamp and leave the airport. Move
all of your completed passenger tags to the discarded tags pile,
get a new passenger tag and a prize stamp. There is a reward
action on the other side of the stamp. Complete it and stamp
on the designated spots in the passports. At the end of the
turn spin the conveyor clockwise until you hear a click, and the
turn moves on to the next player. Keep playing until one of the
players gets 4 passport stamps and wins the game!
Special case: If it is your turn and on the conveyor belt all the
luggage in your tag are visible, you win a stamp!

Passport Stamps – Reward Actions
• Additional Turn

You got another turn!
Hide an open card, then reveal a face-down card.

Pick up a card from the conveyor facing down,
look at it and put it back in place without showing
others.

• Joker

A joker token can be used as any suitcase you
choose. After you reveal two of the three suitcases
in your passenger tag, you can use the joker as
the third suitcase in the tag. The joker can only be
used once in a game.

• Luggage Switch

There was a mix-up in the airport, the suitcases have
been switched. Each player passes their
passenger tag to the player on their right.

• Security

A thief was caught and the suitcase was found. The
player who stole the suitcase should return it to the
conveyor belt.
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Flight is delayed. The next player loses their turn.
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If a special card was visible at the beginning of the game
or turn, it cannot be used in the same turn. To use it, one of
the players must first turn it to the hidden side and reveal it
again on the next turn.

End of the Game

The game ends when the first player collects 4 stamps on
their passport.
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• Card Stealing

Take one of the 4 visible cards on the conveyor
and keep it. From now on, the thief is the only one
who can use the stolen suitcase to complete a
passenger tag. Any other player who needs the
suitcase in order to finish must find the security
guard first to return the suitcase to the conveyor
belt.
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• Sneak Peek

Special Cards

• Delay
סף

• Switch Places

Confuse the other players:
Swap any two luggage cards on the conveyor belt.

If player 1 had stolen a suitcase and kept it, and player 2
picked up another card stealing stamp, player 2 steals the
stolen suitcase from player 1. They cannot replace it with a
different suitcase from the conveyor belt on this turn.
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